Misclassification of an apparent alpha 1-antitrypsin "Z" deficiency variant by melting analysis.
Alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) is a protease inhibitor that protects the lungs from degradation by neutrophil elastase. AAT deficiency is associated with both lung and liver diseases. AAT deficiency is diagnosed using a combination of genetic and biochemical tests. Here we demonstrate how polymorphisms in the AAT gene can lead to genotype/phenotype discrepancies in common AAT assays. Total AAT was measured using an immunoturbidimetric assay. AAT phenotype was determined using isoelectric focusing. Genotypic identification of Z and S AAT alleles was performed by melt curve analysis using a LightCycler. Genotype/phenotype discrepancy was amended using gene sequencing. Genotype and phenotype analysis produced conflicting results as a consequence of a polymorphism located in the probe designed to detect the Z allele. Sequencing revealed that the polymorphism had previously been reported as a rare P allele. The probe that caused the discrepancy was designed to match the WT sequence. A new probe was designed to specifically detect the Z allele, eliminating the possibility of future discordance. Laboratories utilizing melt-curve analysis to diagnose patients should be aware of the potential for false positive results caused by polymorphisms located in the binding region of the genotyping probes. Alternatively, the probes should be designed to be specific to the mutation, rather than to the WT sequence.